Exploitation of the adsorptive properties of depth filters for host cell protein removal during monoclonal antibody purification.
Depth filtration has been widely used during process scale clarification of cell culture supernatants for the removal of cells and cell debris. However, in addition to their filtration capabilities, depth filters also possess the ability to adsorb soluble species. This aspect of depth filtration has largely not been exploited in process scale separations and is usually ignored during cell culture harvest development. Here, we report on the ability of depth filters to adsorptively remove host cell protein contaminants from a recombinant monoclonal antibody process stream and characterize some of the underlying interactions behind the binding phenomenon. Following centrifugation, filtration through a depth filter prior to Protein A chromatographic capture was shown to significantly reduce the level of turbidity observed in the Protein A column eluate of the monoclonal antibody. The Protein A eluate turbidity was shown to be linked to host cell protein contaminant levels in the Protein A column load and not to the DNA content. Analogous to flowthrough chromatography in which residence time/bed height and column loading are key parameters, both the number of passes through the depth filter and the amount of centrifuge centrate loaded on the filter were seen to be important operational parameters governing the adsorptive removal of host cell protein contaminants. Adsorption of proteins to the depth filter was shown to be due to a combination of electrostatic and hydrophobic adsorptive interactions. These results demonstrate the ability to employ depth filtration as an integrative unit operation combining filtration for particulate removal with adsorptive binding for contaminant removal.